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Mitigate Risk with Unmatched Visibility 
and Traceability
Enable connectivity between product packaging and 
other product components.

Many-to-Many Relationships
Create relationships between packaging and finished goods, 
while logging quality records and tracking customer complaints, 
to proactively identify and mitigate risk.

Multi-Level BOMs
By enabling a comprehensive view of packaging, labeling, and artwork 
across your supply chain, you can ensure packaging quality and 
accuracy, reduce product recalls, and improve time to market.

Most packaging data is spread across internal departments or external 
vendors along the supply chain, and managed using legacy systems or 
spreadsheets, static PDFs, and shared drives.  This not only creates 
additional work for packaging teams and their suppliers, but it can lead 
to quality issues and SKU proliferation.  
 
Specright’s SDM Platform and Packaging Management Module enables 
centralized packaging specification management at the DNA-level, 
so packaging teams can go from reactively chasing data to proactively 
designing innovative packaging solutions.

Packaging Management Module

Managing Packaging Changes, Workflows, 
and Approvals
Easily collaborate on specs while standardizing your 
packaging design process.

Version Control & Supersede 
Create relationships between packaging and finished goods, 
while logging quality records and tracking customer complaints, 
to proactively identify and mitigate risk.

History & Revision Tracking
Instantly view, edit, or share specs with suppliers and vendors to 
ensure all parties are working from and producing the right version.

Rationalize SKUs to Improve Efficiency,
Drive Sustainability, & Lower Cost
Prevent SKU proliferation with a proactive, scalable, 
and sustainable approach.  

Duplicate Rules 
Similar specs are flagged during NPD to prevent duplication

Like Item Finder
Easily search for similar packaging to eliminate redundancy, 
driving cost savings & efficiencies.

Validation Rules
Control search parameters to ensure you only keep existing specs 
that adhere to sustainability-related goals and requirements.

Track, Improve, and Report on Sustainability
Improve visibility across your supply chain to create 
more sustainable packaging.

Specright IQ 
Powerful insights that give you material substitution recommendations 
and help drive logistical efficiencies, while calculating cost savings 
and identifying waste.

Reports & Dashboards
Report on raw material usage and easily track and enforce 
sustainability throughout the product development cycle.

Packaging Management Benefits
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Specright has exceeded our 
expectations on value to the 
process and the business. 
Our pilot deployment improved 
cycle time by >60%.

Rationalize SKUs to Improve Efficiency,
Drive Sustainability, & Lower Cost
Create efficiencies and visibility for stakeholders across 
the supply chain.

The International Safe Transit Association (ISTA) has partnered with 
Specright to create PackSight, enabling seamless packaging test 
planning and reporting for compliance with ISTA standards.

ISTA PackSight (Built on the SDM Platform)
Digitally perform ISTA tests to reduce test time from hours to 
minutes, make results easily shareable, and ensure accuracy 
through a guided test selection process.

Enable More Cost-Effective Packaging 
& Distribution with TOPS Integration
Save time and improve accuracy, palletization speed, 
and planning.

TOPS Integration
Seamlessly pass data between TOPS and Specright to quickly run 
packaging scenarios for finished goods and automatically attach the 
optimal packaging configuration (data and 3D rendering) in Specright.

Improve visibility into supply chain logistics from the front end 
of packaging design to the final step of shipping a product.

Partnerships

What Packaging Experts Say

Rod Patch 
Director of Packaging, 
Johnson & Johnson

Learn More Today
Specright gives you back more time and 
resources to stop worrying about 
heavy administrative workloads and 
spend more time making amazing things.

Contact us to learn more about 
Specification Data Management and 
its impact on packaging management 
or schedule a demo today.


